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Research Methodology & Progress
 We have developed a prototype
quantitative cloud risk analysis
model based on Monte Carlo
simulation.
 We have just completed a Delphi
study with cloud experts to
identify security factors for our
multi-criteria decision support
system.
 We are in the process of
completing the development of an
automated supply chain mapping
tool using a graph database
platform.

Security risks associated with the cloud’s multi-tenancy, automation,
vendor lock-in, and system complexity continues to be on the rise.
Assessing and managing these risks can be a challenge due to the
increased numbers of parties, devices and applications involved in
cloud service delivery.
In a recent study conducted with cloud experts, we discovered how
current risk assessment methods were unable to cope with the
dynamic nature of the cloud, a gap linked to their failure to consider
the inherent risk of the supply chain. This challenge is further
exacerbated by the lack of cloud provider transparency and limited
visibility of security controls.

Delphi Study

CSCCRA: An Improved
cloud risk assessment
model

A group of fifteen (15) experts were tasked
with identifying security factors for cloud
supplier assessment.

To address the above gap, we developed the
Cloud Supply Chain Cyber Risk Assessment
(CSCCRA) model, a quantitative risk
assessment model which is supported by
decision support analysis and supply chain
mapping in the identification, analysis and
evaluation of cloud risks.

This group achieved consensus on nine (9)
security target dimension, and they are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The CSCCRA model is currently targeted at
SaaS providers and follows a systematic
approach to assessing cloud risks.

How the CSCCRA Model works

•
•
•
•
•

Decompose the cloud application into its component services
and map out the supply chain.
Assess the security of the supplier of each service component
using a multi-criteria decision support system.
Identify the weak link(s) within the chain and draw a
comprehensive list of cloud security risks.
Stakeholders make reasonable estimates of risk values.
Input risk values to CSCCRA quantitative simulation tool, to
arrive at the risk value in monetary terms.
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Open invitation for collaboration
The next phase of our research is to conduct at least 3 case
Studies, where we will be using the CSCCRA model to analyse the
risk of cloud providers.
We believe this exercise will provide SaaS providers with an
opportunity to step back cognitively from their usual approach
to risk assessment and fundamentally question and rethink their
established interpretations of cloud risks.
For further discussions or enquiries, please contact Olu Akinrolabu
( olusola.akinrolabu@kellogg.ox.ac.uk, +447875013532)

